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Seeing double in art and geoscience: 3D aerial portraits of ‘lost’ Anthropocene
landscapes
Simon A Mould

Department of Environmental Sciences, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

ABSTRACT
Relationships between humans and environments are deeply challenged by recognition of the
Anthropocene, which implicates humans as major drivers of planetary-scale environmental
changes. Responding to these challenges requires technical expertise, but also creativity in
dealing with complex social, cultural and political relationships of place. This paper
introduces Relief as an art project that repurposes historical aerial photographs for the
creation of affective, low-tech 3D experiences of landscapes and their histories. The creation
of these works, and the experience of viewing them, offer a process for witnessing change in
the Anthropocene. Content and aesthetics bring viewers into different ways of seeing
landscapes, with implications for outreach and communication, as well as approaches to
situating science and scientist in relation to society, politics and place. This art project leads
into discussion of human agents and non-human agents as co-producers of landscapes, and
the opportunities for art and science to respond to environmental concerns.
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1. Introduction

Recognition of the Anthropocene brings deep chal-
lenges to human-environment relationships and our
place in the world by asserting that our re-shaping of
the planet’s surface is a force of geological scale (Crut-
zen, 2002; Maslin & Lewis, 2015; Steffen, Crutzen, &
McNeill, 2007). Activities such as mining, dam build-
ing, manufacturing and urban development have
altered geologic, geomorphic, hydrologic and atmos-
pheric systems and processes in significant ways, unset-
tling our relationships with natural systems. This
upheaval of our sense of place in the world has been
likened to the destabilising effect brought by the dis-
covery of plate tectonics (Clark, 2011) and even Gali-
leo’s radical insistence that the Earth does indeed
move (and now is trembling in response to our signifi-
cant environmental impacts; Serres, quoted in Latour,
2014). So deep are the Anthropocene’s challenges to
society and a sense of place that writers are developing
new vocabulary specifically to describe them (Macfar-
lane, 2016) and even proposing ‘psychoterratic dis-
orders’ that stem from socio-environmental change
(Albrecht et al., 2007). As a fluvial geomorphologist,
it is easy to reach for instances that confirm the
Anthropocene, if not necessarily as a formal geological
epoch, then as an expression of the deep, complex and
compounding ways that humans have changed the sur-
face of the Earth in the ‘critical zone’ (Brown et al.,

2017; Lewin & Macklin, 2014; Meybeck, 2003; Wohl,
2013).

Geomorphology and related geoscientific disciplines
are recognising and responding to these complex
human-environment relationships by investigating
the co-production of social and physical systems (e.g.
Ashmore, 2015; Linton & Budds, 2014; Mould, Fryirs,
& Howitt, 2018; Urban, 2002). Recognition of geo-
morphic landscapes as co-produced by social and
physical processes goes further than investigation of
‘human impacts’ (Head, 2008). It suggests that humans
are acting with environments from within socio-natu-
ral systems, echoing longer-standing arguments from
the social sciences and environmental philosophy
(e.g. Latour, 2005; Muecke, 2006). Co-production and
the Anthropocene are opening up discourse within
sciences – including in physical geography – about
the roles of science and scientists as social, political
and environmental agents who not only investigate
landscapes but also re-make landscapes through their
positions, intentions, interventions and analytical fra-
meworks (Ashmore, 2015; Mould et al., 2018; Tadaki,
Brierley, & Cullum, 2014). A proposed ‘critical physical
geography’ (i.e. reflection and critique from within
physical geography) aims to explore these concerns
(Lave et al., 2014; Tadaki, Brierley, Dickson, Le
Heron, & Salmond, 2015).

My own research interests in fluvial geomorphology
relate to river rehabilitation and recovery, and how
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physical and social processes combine to make and re-
make rivers. Stemming from this research is recog-
nition of the politics of being a scientist – and a citizen
– embedded in relationships between people and
places. Particularly in river rehabilitation, we must
engage with others, who see, feel and know differently
to ourselves, and yet to a large degree, our scientific
training does not prepare us for this challenge. I feel
tension between my scientific culture, which values
objectivity, and my felt responsibility to engage with
the socio-political context of connection in which I
live and work. Rather than attempting to suppress
this tension, I make use of it through an art practice
that allows me to explore both divergence and conver-
gence between my science, my self and my sense of
place. This paper will present a selection of images
from the art project, Relief, in which historical aerial
survey photographs are repurposed to tell stories
about geomorphic landscapes and challenging
human-environment interactions. This project is inno-
vative in that it transforms aerial photographs from
inert snapshots into an impetus for critically exploring
time and agency in environmental change. The images
are three-dimensional (3D) ‘portraits’ that draw atten-
tion to human and non-human agency and an aesthetic
of place. This processes takes on particular relevance in
the context of the Anthropocene, wherein we must
question where it is that we fit in relation to our
environments. This paper will then briefly discuss ‘see-
ing double’ (through scientific and artistic lenses) as a
practice that simultaneously cross-pollinates and cri-
tiques between art and science, helping to resituate
the scientist in relation to society, politics and place.

2. Methods for production of maps

The Relief project consists of a series of composite
images created using historical aerial survey photo-
graphs from locations across New South Wales
(NSW), Australia. Stereo pairs of photographs (adjacent
photographs from an aerial survey with overlapping
coverage) were digitally scanned from sets of aerial
photographs held in my home institution archives and
at the National Library of Australia. Selected pairs
were modified in Adobe Photoshop software to produce
anaglyphs. Anaglyphs are stereo images overlayed and
filtered into red and cyan channels so as to appear in
3D when viewed with red/cyan 3D glasses (Figure 1).
An anaglyph uses filters to allow each eye to see only
one of the two images in the composite image, substitut-
ing normal 3D binocular vision for the left and right
vision fields of successive aerial photographs, so viewing
common objects from two different angles. Some photo-
graphs were further modified by superimposing dark
shadowy shapes on the landscape, marking areas
where significant environmental changes have taken
place. These shadows were added by tracing features
from topographic maps and satellite photography avail-
able form NSW Spatial Information Exchange (http://
maps.six.nsw.gov.au).

3. ‘Relief’: background and introduction to
works

Relief emerged from a point of inspiration in teaching
second-year undergraduate geomorphology students
to use stereoscopic images for geomorphic mapping,

Figure 1. Red-cyan anaglyphs are created by overlaying adjacent aerial photographs from a survey flight. Images are digitally
filtered using the RGB (Red-Green-Blue) channels.
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and the sense of wonder and excitement that some stu-
dents expressed when two flat images came together to
‘leap out’ in 3D. I routinely use historical aerial ima-
gery in my research that reconstructs river evolution
(e.g. Mould & Fryirs, 2017, 2018), and have become
fascinated by the medium. In contrast with more mod-
ern sources of spatial data, such as Google Earth (which
has transformed virtual spatial experiences; e.g. Tooth,
2006), aerial photographs offer a view restricted by the
framing of the photograph. This limitation is signifi-
cant for creating a particular experience, one that is
more like viewing a portrait than interpreting data.
The viewer is denied distraction, which makes for a
slower experience of place with more careful engage-
ment. The affective quality of the aerial images is
made more potent with the knowledge that many
photographs depict aspects of landscapes that no
longer exist, in the sense that they have been irreversi-
bly transformed. In beginning the project, I wanted to
share that uneasy feeling that arises from the viewer
experiencing a relic.

Images in the series were first released in the form of
an experimental self-published magazine (a ‘zine’), pre-
sented at the 2016 Zine Fair, Australian Museum of
Contemporary Art, Sydney. Since release of the short
zine, Relief has been developing to engage more deeply
with concepts of agency, responsibility and environ-
mental change. Initially, the images were presented
with little background information or context. However,
works produced subsequently tend to be more critical,
some using shadows to indicate specific changes that
have occurred in these landscapes since the photographs
were taken, thus incorporating a temporal dimension.
This is an important development for the project in
that it makes a shift away from novelty, retaining the
exciting experience of 3D vision but using that experi-
ence to communicate my deeper sense of unease with
the loss and change that has occurred.

This paper presents images from the Snowy Moun-
tains region of southeast Australia, Australia (Figure
2). The works presented in this paper, examples from
Relief (Figures 3 and 4), are not maps in the traditional
sense, as in a reference text with clear delineations,
numerical scale or utility (e.g. navigation). As a collec-
tion, they form something closer to a ‘narrative atlas’
(c.f. Wood, 2013) that is deliberately ambiguous; the
images are small vignettes of specific locations with par-
ticular histories, but speak to a broader narrative of
impermanence, agency and responsibility (http://www.
simonmould.com/relief/). They are best viewed with
widely available red/cyan 3D glasses, so appear in 3D,
but 3D vision is not critical for understanding the work.

3.1. Tumut River (1944)

‘Tumut River’ (Figure 3) shows an active river whose
meander cutoffs and abandoned channels demonstrate

its freedom to adjust its form and move across the
floodplain in response to flowing water. However, in
1968, the Blowering Dam was built as part of the
Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme, impounding
the river and forming a reservoir (lake). As a result, the
Tumut River’s capacity to adjust was constrained by
the stillness of its water. In Figure 3, a dark shadow
indicates the contemporary footprint of the reservoir,
the dam wall being the straight line at the top of the
shadowy shape. All that is under this shadow – river,
hills, trees, roads – has since been made invisible
beneath the water.

3.2. Old Adaminaby (1944)

‘Old Adaminaby’ (Figure 4) also depicts an area now
partially filled by a reservoir, Lake Eucembene. The
farming town of Old Adaminaby (pictured) was relo-
cated to make way for the reservoir and people were
still living in the town at the time the photographs
were taken (see Raymond, 1958). The dark shadowy
area in this image represents the contemporary inun-
dation extent of the lake, which slowly crept up over
the town following impoundment in 1958. From time
to time, in periods of low rainfall, the waters of Lake
Eucembene recede and the ruins of Old Adaminaby
re-emerge (Morris, 2006), neither wholly human or
natural, but a kind of halfway place where physical
and social agencies intersect.

4. Discussion

4.1. Interpreting ‘Relief’

Relief presents 3D portraits of landscapes that invite
viewers to see those places in a particular way. This
experience of place is influenced by the subject matter
(landscapes with particular characteristics and his-
tories) and the aesthetic qualities of the medium (ana-
glyph). In terms of subject matter, each image presents
a story of landscape evolution involving interactions
between geological, geomorphic and anthropogenic/
social processes. ‘Tumut River’ (Figure 3) and ‘Old
Adaminaby’ (Figure 4) both deal with the circum-
stances and consequences of damming as part of the
Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme. The
Scheme was an enormous project undertaken from
1949 to 1974. Construction consisted of ‘seven power
stations, 16 major dams, 145 km of interconnected
tunnels and 80 km of aqueducts’ (Snowy Hydro,
2017) to divert water from the Murrumbidgee, Snowy
and Tumut Rivers for agricultural use and the gener-
ation of hydroelectricity. Approximately 100,000
people contributed to the construction, one-third of
whom were Australian, and with many of the others
coming from Europe after World War II. Thus, the
Scheme produced significant changes in both the
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physical environment and the make-up of commu-
nities as new landforms were created and ‘new Austra-
lians’ were inducted through labour and the creation of
myths that would shape Australian identity (Ashton,
2009; Griffin, 2009).

Elsewhere, both in Australia and farther afield,
there is a long history of significant social and cultural
change resulting from damming; for example, the
flooding of Lake Pedder in Tasmania, Australia and
the Tryweryn valley in north Wales. In the Tasmanian
example, loss of ‘wilderness’ in part sparked the rise
of the Green political movement in Australia in the
1970s, which contributed to protection of the iconic
Franklin River shortly thereafter (see Crowley,

1999). In Wales, the Tryweryn scheme continues as
a symbol for the Welsh nationalist movement, having
had significant hydropolitical consequences in the
region (Griffiths, 2014). In the Snowy Mountains
Hydroelectric Scheme, much public discussion,
understandably, focuses on the significant engineer-
ing feat and its economic and social implications.
There is typically far less consideration afforded to
the landscapes that were lost, or irreversibly changed,
in the process. Damming typically induces significant
changes in the behaviour and functioning of rivers
and the impacts are in many cases irreversible; for
this reason, dams are particularly evocative of the
Anthropocene. Relief draws attention to places that

Figure 2. Location map, showing the Snowy Mountain region, southeast Australia, and the approximate area covered by Figures 3
and 4.
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were drowned when rivers turned into reservoirs,
taking those ‘lost’ places out of the abstract by reveal-
ing their forms. This encourages the viewer to con-
sider what has been lost in each case and to engage
with these places by witnessing their histories.

In ‘Tumut River’ (Figure 3), viewers are invited to
experience a section of river that can no longer be seen
or visited. The section of river underneath the shadowy
outline of the lake is a complex environment with a
long history of geomorphic evolution, reflected in the
many meander cutoffs and abandoned channels that

reveal how the river has changed course over time. This
complexity in character and behaviour has been lost
through damming, which has simplified the environment
with the introduction of a homogenous, dark water sur-
face. Complex interactions between water and landforms
have been reduced to a simple function of topography:
anything below the particular elevation of the dam wall
will be inundated. The brutal simplicity of this new engin-
eered environment, constrained by the straight line of the
dam wall, is juxtaposed against the elegance of a dynamic
geomorphic system. The dark shape of the lake, which

Figure 3. ‘Tumut River (1944)’, showing an active river with meander cutoffs and abandoned channels, and a shadow indicating the
footprint of the reservoir that would later be impounded behind the Blowering Dam wall.
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hovers over the landscape, allows one static image to rep-
resent a process of transformation by superimposing the
present on the past.

‘Old Adaminaby’ (Figure 4) shows a small section
of Lake Eucembene, where the shadowy shape of the
reservoir is encroaching on a small town. Although
this represents a similar inundation process as in
‘Tumut River’ (Figure 3), the framing of this image
suggests a different kind of agency for the waters of
the former Eucembene River. The dam wall is not vis-
ible in this image, and the water appears to be creeping

up over the town, seeking out the low-lying areas
(Figure 4). In contrast with ‘Tumut River’, the creeping
waters in this image appear indifferent to the hard
edges of anthropogenic development, instead respond-
ing only to the contours of the bedrock valley. What
remains of the human settlement after relocation will
be swallowed up and then revealed by the receding
water only in periods of low rainfall and out of
human control. The superimposition of contemporary
water levels on this historical image of Old Adaminaby,
taken when it was still inhabited, points to the loss of

Figure 4. ‘Old Adaminaby (1944)’, showing the town of Old Adaminaby, a shadow indicating the footprint of the future Lake
Eucembene.
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human relationships with place. Although the town
was relocated only a short distance away, the upheaval
of a community is a significant task. It would likely
have been an unsettling experience for many residents
to watch the streets of their town – and its familiar
landmarks – disappearing under the rising water. Simi-
larly, the recurrent surfacing of artefacts and ruins as
the waters recede likely also brings to the surface
difficult memories, entwining human experience of
place with the hydrological variability of the reservoir
(c.f. Griffiths, 2014).

Others have responded to the physical and rela-
tional transformation of rivers by damming in ways
that dialogue constructively with Relief. For example,
Hywel Griffiths’s poetry on the dammed Elan Valley
in Wales conveys a similar melancholic feeling for
the loss of natural character and behaviour, a parallel
with the dark and eerie shapes that foreshadow the
loss of place in Relief:

‘There are no currents weaving, ribbon-like,
it’s quiet where the waterfall once roared,
the sources and the sink are now divorced’
(Griffiths et al., 2017, p. 6).

However, Griffiths et al. (2017) also articulate an
interpretation of the ‘Anthropo(s)cenic’ (Matless,
2017), which recognises the opportunities for new
and positive relationships with place, brought about
by transformation at Anthropocenic scale (see also
Tooth, 2016). This tension in human-environment
relationships, created by transformation, is captured
effectively by Australian artist, Bryden Williams, who
has produced works in response to damming in
Australia and China (http://brydenwilliams.com).
Williams’s photographic works in the ‘Hydro-Wilder-
ness’ series examine containment of ‘natural’ forces by
anthropogenic materials and the [blurry] distinctions
between public (wild) and private (urban) space. ‘On
The Yangtze’ is a video work also produced by Wil-
liams, on which he reflects: ‘Together we sat in awe
of the sheer size and sense of sublime that resided
within both the natural and the man made features
of the environment.’ This sense that heavily trans-
formed landscapes may simultaneously be character-
ised as emblematic of extreme human modification,
but also beautiful and revered by people (as in Griffiths
et al., 2017), is a thought-provoking proposition for the
Anthropocene and how we can foster a sense of place
in these landscapes. In the Relief project, coming to
terms with transformation of human-environment
relationships is explored through a process of witnes-
sing as a practice for recognising and processing the
consequences – both positive and negative – of change.

Witnessing geomorphic and geological landscapes
that have been made invisible is a primary concern
for the series of works in Relief. It is inspired by the
practice of becoming-witness, which involves ‘drawing

people into others’ (including non-humans’) lives’ and
both ‘standing as witness’ (sharing/communicating)
and ‘bearing witness’ (opening oneself to others;
Rose & van Dooren, 2017, p. 125). By witnessing
‘lost’ landscapes, it is my intent that a viewer is invited
to not only see, but also to care, as they seek to learn
about an ‘other’ (in this case, a landscape) and become
more receptive – and empathetic – to its past, present
and future. Such attentiveness is seen as being critical
at a time when we are recognising, more and more,
our implication in the causes, consequences and
necessary responses to some of our most significant
environmental challenges. Viewers of Relief are invited
to witness landscapes as an exercise in empathy that
might lead to new ways of thinking and acting in
relation to landscapes. This is to guard against the
‘social death’ that befalls non-humans when they are
seen as dispensable or inconsequential, a process that
enables the ecocide associated with the Anthropocene
(Rigby, 2009; Rose & van Dooren, 2017), but in this
case applied to the geosphere – perhaps ‘geo-cide’.

Particular aesthetic qualities of the medium used in
Relief contribute to an experience conducive to bearing
witness. The subject matter and aesthetic in Relief,
together make for an uneasy experience of landscapes
that have been lost. This experience invites the viewer
to reflect on environmental change with the weight of
responsibility that comes with recognising the role of
humans in that change. Rather than being ‘just
images’, Relief is an attempt to create virtual experi-
ences of places that offer more to the viewer than the
raw data (aerial photographs) are capable of. The 3D
effect is the most prominent element of the visual aes-
thetic because it transforms a flat image into something
more dynamic. Not only do the landforms take on
height, but in the printed medium, they also shift and
bend as the viewer makes small movements with
their hands. This makes for a surprisingly tactile
experience of holding and peering into a place. The
red/cyan 3D glasses also introduce a particular effect.
First, they are somewhat isolating and encourage the
viewer to focus on the anaglyphic material, since it
can be difficult to focus on the non-anaglyphic world
when wearing the glasses. Second, they give a shadowy
quality to the viewer’s vision, since images with vari-
able relief require that the viewer readjust their eyes
to focus on particular points. Together, these effects
make for an immersive experience that some viewers
have described as dream-like and hazy, similar to a dis-
tant memory. Although the memory is not the viewer’s
own, it is a sort of ‘second-hand,’ shared memory,
accessible only through documents and artefacts (c.f.
Griffiths, 2014). Accessing these memories in order to
witness can trigger an emotional response that is simi-
lar to – albeit much milder than – the ‘solastalgia’
described by Albrecht et al. (2007). One of a range of
proposed ‘psychoterratic disorders’, solastalgia
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describes a sense of loss one feels when the environ-
ment changes around a person to the point that one
can no longer find solace in their surroundings – a
kind of homesickness for a place that has been trans-
formed (Albrecht et al., 2007; Macfarlane, 2016).

4.2. ‘Seeing double’ as a practice

‘Seeing double’ – that is, through art and science – is a
practice that can help to recognise and negotiate social,
political and place-based context, personally and pro-
fessionally. I consider this to be consistent with notions
of being critical in physical geography (Lave et al.,
2014; Tadaki et al., 2015). The art practice described
in this paper is not academic research in its own
right, but it has implications for research practice. I
seek out places and situations that will allow me to
explore intersections of human and non-human
agencies. It is at first driven by curiosity, but leads to
the compulsion to communicate. This is the responsi-
bility of bearing witness: by witnessing, the researcher
is bound to a place through a relationship of morality,
or an ethic, that requires them to stand aswitness (Rose
& van Dooren, 2017).

One way that this practice contributes to research is
by guiding reflection on the role of researcher in relation
to the landscape under study. For example, while Relief
celebrates the aerial photograph, it also performs cri-
tique on the neutrality of such a data source and the par-
ticular context in which these place-based data are
interpreted. Although aerial photographs are objective
in their rendering of a particular view of a landscape,
their production and use are unavoidably political. All
aerial photographs are taken for a reason and do not
exist as neutral artefacts. For example, the 1944 set of
aerial photographs from which ‘Tumut River’ (Figure
3) and ‘Old Adaminaby’ (Figure 4) were sourced were
taken specifically for the purpose of scoping and plan-
ning the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme; i.e.
for understanding the landscape so to be able to trans-
form it. It is likely that not all members of the
national-level committee responsible for this project
were familiar with the region concerned and would
have relied on these aerial photographs – along with
maps and other resources – to make important decisions
concerning this landscape’s future. Hence, it is signifi-
cant that these photographs represent the landscape in
a particular way. The scale of the photographs is impor-
tant, keeping in mind that scale can variously make
objects and patterns visible or invisible, pronounced or
diminished (Wood & Fels, 1992). Temporality is also a
concern here: because aerial photographs represent a
scene as it was for only a fraction of a second, they
make invisible certain variabilities and tend to present
the landscape as inert. The particular view of these land-
scapes provided by aerial survey creates particular

possibilities for interpretation, making the photographs
powerful beyond their face value.

The fact that these particular photographs would have
been used in the design of systems and processes that
would so significantly transform their subjects makes
their repurposing in Relief all the more powerful. By
modifying these photographs and mobilising them as
tools for witnessing, Relief ‘reclaims’ their political
power for an alternative, critical purpose. The impli-
cation for scientific practice is that all spatial data, and
their interpretation, are the product of particular, contin-
gent framings – some subtle, some not so subtle – that
are deserving of critique when making interpretations
that aim to describe the world (c.f. Harley, 1989; Harvey
& Chrisman, 1998; Kitchin & Dodge, 2007). These fram-
ings are produced by inescapable social, political and
place-based contexts. The influence of context on data
collection and interpretation does not suggest that objec-
tivity in science is impossible. Rather, it supports an argu-
ment for critical engagement with that context as part of
a process of reflection and situated practice in science
(c.f. Suchet, 2002) rather than practicing objectivity by
insisting on value neutrality. Art-science practices, like
in Relief, can help to draw attention to the social and pol-
itical context in which technical interpretations and
decisions are made, encouraging critical reflection within
the sciences that is consistent with analysis of the co-pro-
duction of physical and social landscapes (Ashmore,
2015; Linton & Budds, 2014).

Recognising our social, political and place setting is
all the more important in the context of the Anthropo-
cene as we realise just how closely (and complexly)
linked are the futures of humans and non-humans.
As a matter of inherent moral concern (as opposed
to a neutral issue become politicised; Latour, 2005;
Stengers, forthcoming), the Anthropocene requires
thinking that traverses fact and feeling and extends
beyond disciplines to answer the question ‘how should
we live?’ (Castree, 2014). Scientists are active in remak-
ing the world, materially and conceptually, so our insti-
tutional, intellectual and cultural settings, which
influence our work, can have real implications for the
material world and surrounding discourse (Tadaki
et al., 2014). Hard engineering and ‘techno-fixes’ cannot
be the primary response to the challenges of the Anthro-
pocene as these are the very kinds of responses that have
created many of our present problems (Chakrabarty,
2009). Critical reflection on the place of the geoscientist
can contribute meaningfully to reframing public under-
standings of landscapes and environmental systems in
ways that recognise relationships and agencies and, par-
ticularly, do not diminish the agencies of the geosphere
(Clark, 2011). Respect for environmental agencies and
natural systems is at the heart of ‘softer’ modes of
human intervention, which characterise contemporary
best practice environmental management (e.g. Biron
et al., 2014; Fryirs & Brierley, 2009).
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Geosciences and art (particularly visual arts) can
work together to both support and critique in construc-
tive ways. Rather than either being consumed or appro-
priated by the other, perhaps the most interesting
science-art projects could be described as ‘more than
art, more than science’ – hybridisation rather than hom-
ogenisation (Marston & De Leeuw, 2013). Relief demon-
strates one model of scientist-as-artist, but
collaborations of scientists with artists can also form
productive relationships capable of opening up new
and creative ways of practicing science and art (e.g.
Dixon, Hawkins, & Straughan, 2012; Gibbs, 2014;
Griffiths et al., 2017; Hawkins, 2011; Marston & De
Leeuw, 2013; Tooth et al., 2016). As argued by Dixon
et al. (2012, p. 242), ‘collaborations can produce novel
narratives that no longer “fit” in the established spaces
of the journal and the gallery, the field site [or labora-
tory] and the studio.’ Such possibilities for transdisci-
plinary work hold promise for finding ways to address
significant social, political and environmental concerns
that also reach across and outside of traditional intellec-
tual and cultural boundaries. By choosing to ‘see
double’, researchers may renegotiate their position in
relation to the subjects of their research and the people
who also relate to those places in different ways.

5. Conclusion

The Relief project highlights two primary opportunities
for crossover between art and geosciences. First, that
repurposing scientific materials and methods can bring
viewers into different ways of seeing and appreciating
landscapes and their histories. Second, that art practice
can support a process of situating the researcher by pro-
viding an opportunity to explore and reflect on personal
and professional relationships with society, politics and
place. Both of these ‘outcomes’ are embedded in a prac-
tice of witnessing, as clarified in this paper, which pos-
itions the witness in relation – and moral engagement
– with others. Repositioning humans in relation with
society, politics and place is necessary for the task of
responding to significant environmental concerns in
the Anthropocene, which inherently cross technical,
social and cultural terrain.

Software

Maps were created using Adobe Photoshop CS6 and
Adobe InDesign CS6.
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